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A perennial best seller now featuring a popular new Bible translation! The HCSBÂ® One-Minute

Bible for Students offers 366 readings that allow young people to thoroughly survey the heart of the

Bible in one year at the rate of just one minute per day.Each reading follows the general flow of

biblical history, interspersed with several topical series for occasions such as Easter and

Motherâ€™s Day. If more study is desired, related texts are provided at the end of every day that

point to nearly eighteen hundred passages of Scripture to further oneâ€™s understanding of the

topics covered in that dayâ€™s reading. The seven hundred selected Scriptures and eighteen

hundred related passages carefully present the key themes of the Bible and draw from all sixty-six

books.
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This particular version is good for anyone trying to establish the regular habit of being in God's word

on a daily basis. It would also be good for new Christians. It covers many of the basic Christian

tenets in a year. There is daily scripture reading, then usually a brief thought provoking commentary

that helps the reader apply the scripture. It takes one minute of time to read, so even if you get

behind a few days, it only takes minutes to catch up. I feel it would be a good tool to help someone

establish the discipline of regular Bible reading. Hopefully it would also increase their appetite for

more of God's word.

The first thing I read every morning is One Minute Bible for Students. It gets me started in the right



frame of mind for the day. I like the scripture which is connected to the day before. So, Iâ€™m

getting the broad picture, and then a particular verse narrows my thoughts into something specific.

Next, the lesson gives me some items to meditate on.Iâ€™m retired so I think the â€˜studentsâ€™

could be dropped from the title. Itâ€™s for everyone.Gordon Gerickâ€¦Adoption-Lost and Found

This is a great start-up just to get new Christians in the habit of being in the Word daily. It will give

them a hunger for more of the Word. Too many times a young Christian starts out reading the Bible,

but becomes frustrated because it is not understood or "boring" to them.... Although I do understand

that the Holy Spirit will bring understanding, this helps still, to bring some council with scripture...

I am very pleased with the devotional book. The youth at my church are using them for their daily

reading. I chose the free shipping and was expecting a lengthy wait for the delivery but that was not

the case.

It is a very fun and easy way to get the word of god into a teens life its detailed very well and very

easy to understand. It is also a great tool for youth pastors to use for study groups also!!!

I bought this for my niece, who is being confirmed into the church this spring. I have looked through

it and read some of the devotionals. They look to be well written. Perfect for adolescent/teen years.

I bought this for my college bound granddaughter and a copy for myself. I hope to encourage her as

she reads this book.

This made a great gift for my teenage brother. Arrived in great condition
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